ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

HARVEY TRANSITION (HRV.GILCO5): From over HRV VORTAC on HRV R-258 to JEPEG, then on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

JEPEG TRANSITION (JEPEG.GILCO5): From over JEPEG on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

KLAMS TRANSITION (KLAMS.GILCO5): From over KLAMS on SBI R-136 to KUGLE, then on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

LAFAYETTE TRANSITION (LFT.GILCO5): From over LFT VORTAC on LFT R-230 to GIRLY, then on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

LEEVILLE TRANSITION (LEV.GILCO5): From over LEV VORTAC on LEV R-276 to JEPEG, then on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

SABINE PASS TRANSITION (SBI.GILCO5): From over SBI VOR/DME on SBI R-233 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

SEMMES TRANSITION (SJI.GILCO5): From SJI VORTAC on SJI R-244 to TOPEZ, then on HRV R-258 to JEPEG, then on MHF R-085 to WOLDE. Thence . . . .

. . . . From over WOLDE on IAH R-111 to GILCO.

LANDING RUNWAYS 8L/R, 9:
From GILCO fly heading 265° for vectors to final approach course.

FOR ALL OTHER RUNWAYS:
Expect vectors to final approach course at or prior to GILCO.